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Abstract. In the paper novelty vehicle trajectories random field (VTRF) traffic 
representation dedicated to networked hard real-time traffic control systems is 
presented and illustrated by PIACON control method. It is emphasized that 
existing multiple type high spatial resolution satellite and air based imagery 
together with conventional video, laser, GPS, probe-vehicles technologies are 
sufficient for VTRF estimation and prediction. Many advantages of VTRF 
proposal unattainable by conventional traffic models in the area of traffic control, 
surveillance and management problems are presented. The VTRF cases of spatio-
temporal traffic random fields automatically selected by area traffic situation 
markers are illustrative for PIACON method.. 

1. Introduction 
The accelerating technological convergence of communications, control and computing 
create the foundation for networked hard real-time traffic control systems. These systems 
are comprised of actuators, new generations of sensors and controllers whose operation is 
coordinated through some form of fast communication network. In this context the traffic 
spatial information can be available in real-time for control purposes. Traffic phenomena 
possess both continuous and discrete spatio-temporal nature and have different scales, 
therefore first of all demand for mixing macro and micro representations and using hybrid 
models. The vehicles are spatially distributed and interact mutually in a spatio-temporal 
way. This is why many of traffic features make only sense when one sees the traffic process 
as spatio-temporal one, perhaps in its equilibrium state. This is main reason why existing 
traditional traffic control methods that are based on local information from inductive loops 
detectors are not fitted in general to complex traffic phenomena like congestion, over 
saturation and traffic incidents. There are some proposals of multi-loops network detection 
systems with the aim of mitigation of crucial discrepancy between at least spatio-temporal 
context of traffic processes to be controlled and representation power of local information 
feedback offered by inductive loops. However, inflexible ad’hoc more or less intuitively 
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selected fixed detectors positions e.g. according to network geometry, usual vehicle 
behavior, demands a’priori selected control methods premises with hoping of 
reconstruction of lacking spatial traffic information do not guarantee adequate spatial 
representation. In this context we observe fixed-spatial like fixed-time control proposals. 
The curve to be graphical representation of the position of vehicle over time and space 
(constrained to existing roads) plane is called vehicle trajectory. The individual/ family of 
trajectories provide fundamental information about individual/ collective vehicular motion 
characteristics i.e. starting from simple travel direction, speeds, accelerations, densities, 
normal/abnormal traffic situations recognition and on operating vehicle characteristics and 
some behavioral patterns ending. In general admissible trajectory originally have to be 
monotonic Lipschitz functions along the network with constrained (v’(t)∈[0, Vmax] by 
admissible vehicle speeds cone slopes. The available information about the type of vehicle, 
road characteristics (e.g. geometry, elevation profile), travel conditions and interactions 
from other vehicles and road environment make it possible to essentially narrow the set of 
admissible functions to be potentially candidates for vehicle trajectories. In the simple case 
i.e. linear and homogeneous parts of trajectories and drivers actions dependent only on 
speeds the analytical derivation of trajectory to be a solution of differential equation for 
simultaneous acceleration is available. In more general cases the numerical derivation of 
sufficiently accurate may be obtained. The trajectories of many progressive vehicles create 
the (t,x) diagram to be an excellent tool for solving many fundamental ITS systems 
problems e.g. ATIS, CAV, adaptive control, intelligent supervision, scheduling, navigation 
and various diagnosis problems. In the paper new proposal of construction, verification 
estimation and prediction of vehicle trajectories and (t,x) diagrams is proposed basing on 
aggregation of data from many available presently information sources e.g. images, 
stationary and moving observers (taxi, vehicle probes) traffic detectors, AVL systems etc. 
The existing multiple type high spatial resolution satellite and air based imagery equipped 
for example with digital orthophotography and integrated with GIS platform may be a vital 
source of information about vehicle trajectories random field (VTRF). The available 1 m 
spatial resolution data, supplemented by multi-spectral land cover dataset used for land use 
interpretation make it possible precisely assign the detected and tracking vehicle trajectories 
to appropriate lanes. The aerial video recorded from helicopters equipped with digital video 
camera and GPS receiver creates another remote traffic sensing platform. The wide 
spectrum of available conventional means of traffic information collection (e.g. GPS-
generated locations, video-detectors, lasers, LIDAR, radar) create supplementary data 
sources for estimation of VTRF. The remote sensing of transportation flows patterns to 
relieve congestion and improve efficiency is a key premise for development of advanced 
ITS transportation systems [1]. Increased and improved monitoring capabilities together 
with advanced surveillance and management tools exploring the high quality and amount of 
the available data is one of the prerequisite of advanced integrated ITS systems 
development. The real-time estimation of region-wide (city operational environment) traffic 
flow characteristics (e.g. paths flows, O-D volumes) together with estimation of city-region 
traffic flows characteristics (i.e. VTRF oriented intersections, routes, sub-areas level-of-
service measures) create the most natural traffic representation for surveillance, control and 
management purposes. The first original implementation of VTRF traffic representation for 
multi-criteria real-time adaptive traffic control purposes was developed in PIACON 
(Polyoptimal Integrated Adaptive CONtrol) method [1,2,3]. In the paper it is proposed to 
integrate multiple existing surveillance platforms (airborne, super-network, conventional) 
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to real-time accurate estimation and prediction of VTRF realizations from the traffic 
control, management and congestion mitigation implementation point of view. It is evident 
that many traffic problems can be solved sensibly only on the basis of VTRF traffic 
representation. The dynamic traffic assignment problems (DTA) in principal way are 
sensible to vehicle trajectories joining O-D pairs. In the control problems VTRF 
representation of traffic enables to use completely new travel smooth measures as 
performance criteria. It create from one site the possibility of direct representation in 
control problems until now not available LoS (Level of Service) standards represented in 
natural way by individual trajectories and their characteristics (e.g. various trajectories 
related smoothness measures representing for example stops, delays, queues, unsafe 
interactions, driver discomfort) in terms of whole O-D related individual trips. In addition 
by family of VTRF trajectories the service standards offered by various parts of 
transportation system (e.g. links, intersections, arteries, sub-areas) may be integrated. The 
knowledge included in VTRF gives unique opportunity for real-time intelligent adaptive 
traffic robust control actions dedicated to real-time on-line recognized operational 
functionality of different parts of the network e.g. completely novelty PIACON artery 
multi-criteria traffic progression synchronizing control with VTRF related on-line real-time 
estimated control performance measures. The pro-ecological and safety control modes 
offered by PIACON uses essentially the VTRF knowledge about types of vehicles. The 
efficiency of congestion mitigation may be very high due to exploration of VTRF 
knowledge concerning trajectory related congestion generators. In this context congestion 
avoidance (CAV) PIACON mode reduce in anticipative way congestion sources. Similarly, 
the traffic monitoring and surveillance actions with VTRF representation are more efficient 
e.g. due to more early and robust vehicle trajectory based traffic incident detection [4] and 
longer available reaction time for surveillance actions. Finally, the traffic network 
management and ITS co-ordination actions realized over functional space of vehicle 
trajectories enables in general more easily to explore and generate beneficial network 
synergic effects than by conventional events-based traffic models. 

2. Traffic Vehicle Random Field representation 
Let us define the random field RF as a mapping in the form: 
 X : P × Ω → S  (1) 
where P – set of parameters (e.g. P= T× S where T –time, S – space); Ω - random events / 
variables ; (Ω, F, P)- Probabilistic Space; S, P ⊆ Rn /Zn (n ≥1). The (1) may be also 
presented in the form X: Ω→F(P,S) e.g. F(P,S)=L2 (P, S) Hilbert space.  

In general we can formally distinguish different RF representations: 
1. Dynamic (T⊆ P ) ⇔ Static (P\T; T={t0}) representations e.g. functions of time 

T⊆Rn /Zn ⇔ equilibrium states, steady-state, Nominal Working Points in PIACO. 
2. Stochastic (Ω≠∅) ⇔ Deterministic Ω={ω0}representations 
3. Non-linear (NL) ⇔ Linear (L) representations 
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TRAFFIC FIELDS 
1. Deterministic Fields (DF): Given function X:P → S mapping Borel sets is called 

(dim S dimensional) Deterministic Field with (dim P dimensional) space of field 
parameters. X∈L2 (P, S) Hilbert space if it is square-integrable over P. 

2. Stochastic Fields (SF): (A1): L2 (P, S) Hilbert space of DF ; (A2): (Ω, F, P)- be a 
Probabilistic Space 

The map X : Ω→ L2 (P, S) is (dim P dimensional) Stochastic Field if preimage of X-
1(A)∈F, for ∀A⊆ L2 (P, S) 

Interpretations: 
a. X( • , ϖ)∈ L2 (P, S) defines a realization DF of SF 
b. X(p, • ) is r.v. in S called value of RF 
c. ∀ϕ ∈ L2 (P, S); X*(ϕ)= < X, ϕ >L2 is a “projection” SF , X on DF, ϕ. 

Moments of SF: E X(p,ω) = ∫Ω X(p,ω) P(dω) for ∀p∈ P ; RX(p1,p2)=E [X(p1)XT(p2)] 
correlation matrix ; KX (p1,p2)= RX(p1,p2)- E X(p1) ETX(p2) covariation matrix  
Remark 1: 
 If ∀ϕ∈ L2(P, S): ∃ <ϕ, RXϕ>L ≥ 0 quadratic form in L2 (P, S) with RX=RTX≥ 0 that is 
correlation operator of SF. Additionally, if X is m.s.c ⇒ ∃Rx continuous. 
Remark 2:  
If SF X∉L2(P, S) i.e. are not square-integrable over their domain we will completing 
Hilbert space receiving generalized fields GSF e.g. spatially (P =T×S ) white field (SWF) 
X(p,ω) with E X=0; RX(p1,p2)=N(p1) δ(p1-p2) ; δ(•)- Dirac delta function or partially 
homogeneous and SWF in part generalized field. 
PROPERTIES: 
(HF) Homogeneous Fields: ∀p, p’∈P : RX(p,p’)=RX(p-p’) 

i. partially homogeneous HPi i.e. for P =Pi ×Pj is (HF) in Pi⊂ P 
(WF) White Fields: E X=0; ∀p,p’∈P ; RX(p,p’)=N(p) δ(p-p’) where N(•)>0; δ(•)- Dirac 
delta function 

ii. partially white WPi i.e. for P =Pi ×Pj is (WF) in Pi⊂ P 
Differentiation: X’=Dα X where Dα - differentiation operator {(∂/∂pi)αi i=1,2 .., n} 
Remark 3: In general all real traffic phenomena are non-linear, stochastic and dynamic. 
Premises of appropriate representation selection: application (e.g. decisions making), 
availability of data (e.g. airborne surveys), existing theory, knowledge, experience. 
PROPERTIES: 
 Denoting: r.v- random variable; i- independent r.v. ; i.i.d. – independent and identical 
distributed r.v. with common p.d.f. f(•); P(λξ) – Poisson process with parameter λξ ; Γ(k,λξ)- r.v. Gamma distribution (Γ(1,λξ)=Ex(λξ)); U(a,b)- Uniform distribution of r.v. over 
(a,b); [ξ]:P(λξ) ⇒ {ξi}: Γ(i, λξ); {∆ξi}: Ex (λξ); {Ni}: P(λξ) 
P1. [p]:P(λp) and {Θi} i.i.d. with f(Θ): U(0,π/2) ⇒ Homogeneous Poisson Random Field 
(HPRF) ( invariance under translations and rotations ) 
P2. [p]:P(λp) and {Θi} i.i.d. ⇒ Nonhomogeneous Poisson Random Field (NPRF) 
(invariance under translations) or [p]:P(λp(p)) and {Θi} i.i.d. with f(Θ): U(0,π/2) ⇒ NPRF 
of random lines 
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Figure 1. Random field of vehicle trajectories VTRF: { li (pi,Θi): i=0,±1, ±2,..} where 
l(p,Θ): p=x cos(Θ)-t sin(Θ); where angle with t axis Θ∈[0,π/2); the signed length of the 

perpendicular to the line from arbitrary origin p∈R1; l0 (p0,Θ0) – is a reference line:  
 li+= li (pi,Θi) ∩ l0 (p0,Θ0) and Θi>Θ0 ; li- = li (pi,Θi) ∩ l0 (p0,Θ0) and Θi<Θ0 

li ∈ [0, L]; ti ∈ [0, T]; pi∈[0, P]  
pi = ti sin Θi = li sin(Θi-Θ0) = ti A(vi , 0) = li A(vi , v0) (2) 
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Figure 2. Random field of vehicle trajectories VTRF: Properties 

D. If ϕ=∪ϕi ; ϕ i ∩ϕ j =∅ (i≠j) where ϕ i =∆Θi corresponds to speed classes ∆vi, forms 
a sequence {Pi (λL i=λp ∫∆ iv

vdFvvA )(),( 0
)} of independent Poisson processes 

Remark: The following extension to two dimensional NPRF of X is possible: X: (P× Θ) × 
Ω → N. If =∩=
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is a sequence of independent Poisson r.v. and λ(∆Θ)=λp m(∆P) ∫∆Θ )( vdF )} 
In Fig. 3 the vehicle trajectories direct traffic information is presented. Basing on this direct 
information many aggregated traffic performance qualitative and quantitative measures and 
indicators may be estimated.  

3. Conclusions 

The efficient solutions of traffic problems are stimulated by potential of new technologies 
which presently enables on essential increase of possibilities and abilities (traffic 
responsiveness and adaptability, robustness, fault-tolerant, congestion mitigation) of traffic  
surveillance, control and management actions. The transportation systems are very complex 
plants i.e. large-scale anisotropic, geographically distributed complicated systems with 
complex traffic phenomena (randomness, uncertainty, very complex interactions, 
diversified non-linear dynamics, human behavioral anisotropy, structural instabilities). This 
is why the adequate representation of traffic phenomena should be a prerequisite of all 
planed beneficial actions in transportation systems. It seems that this aspect is a main 
critical point in most existing approaches. In this context the proposal of the VTRF traffic 
representation offers essential progress on the way to development of adequate traffic 
phenomena models. 
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Figure 3. Vehicle trajectories-based traffic direct information (flows, densities, speeds, 
spacing /platoon dispersion, headways/travel times, stops/queues length/ delays) 
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